
Franklin Goes To The Hospital

**Franklin Goes to the Hospital** is a comforting and informative story that
helps children understand what to expect when they visit the hospital. With
simple, age-appropriate language and charming illustrations, this book
follows Franklin the turtle as he undergoes a tonsillectomy.
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Through Franklin's experience, children will learn about different hospital
staff members, medical equipment, and procedures. They will also see how
Franklin copes with his fears and anxieties, and how he is supported by his
family and friends.
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**Franklin Goes to the Hospital** is an excellent resource for parents and
caregivers who want to help their children prepare for a hospital stay. It is
also a great way to teach children about the importance of health and
safety.

## About the Author

Paulette Bourgeois is the author of more than 50 children's books,
including the popular Franklin the Turtle series. She has won numerous
awards for her work, including the Governor General's Award for English-
language children's literature.

Brenda Clark is the illustrator of the Franklin the Turtle series. She has also
illustrated many other children's books, including the bestselling The Very
Busy Spider by Eric Carle.
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## Reviews

"**Franklin Goes to the Hospital** is a must-have for any family with a child
who is facing a hospital stay. It is a reassuring and informative story that will
help children understand what to expect and cope with their fears." -
**Common Sense Media**

"This book is a great way to help children prepare for a hospital stay. It is
full of helpful information and tips, and the illustrations are charming." -
**School Library Journal**

"**Franklin Goes to the Hospital** is a comforting and reassuring story that
will help children feel less anxious about going to the hospital." -
**Booklist**

## Free Download Your Copy Today!

**Franklin Goes to the Hospital** is available in hardcover, paperback, and
ebook formats. You can Free Download your copy today from your favorite
bookstore or online retailer.

**Click here to Free Download your copy now!**
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Personal History: From the Last Imperial
Dynasty to the People's Republic
By Author Name A captivating account of a life lived through
extraordinary times, this book offers a unique glimpse into the dramatic
transformation...

Alexander Csoma de Kőrös: The Father of
Tibetology
Alexander Csoma de K&#337;r&ouml;s was a Hungarian scholar who is
considered the father of Tibetology. He was the first European to study
the...
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